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Abstract— A MANET (mobile ad hoc network) is an infrastructure-less network of mobile devices, which are
decentralised and are composed of continuously self-configuring nodes. Due to the various flexibility provided by
MANET they are prone to attacks. One of the major attacks is the Black hole attack. In this the attacker node does not
forward packets to the destination which leads to loss of packet delivery. In this paper we provide an efficient method
which uses advance BFO algorithm to increase the success packet delivery ratio even in the presence of black hole
reason. For the implementation of black hole attack detection and mitigation we use java netbeans IDE and
performance is evaluated.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless ad hoc networks are group of autonomous nodes that can be self managed with no infrastructure. MANET’s
are spontaneous and dynamic in nature so any node can join or leave the network at any given time. Due to this they are
widely used in military and rescue areas where communication among soldiers in battlefield and in areas where new
temporary network is required because the network might be collapsed due to some disaster. Ad hoc networks are
temporary networks which are established in place where no fixed infrastructure is required.
Apart from nodes acting as host they also act as router in discovering nodes and forwarding packets to the correct node in
the network. As wireless ad hoc networks have no fixed infrastructure they are more open to attacks. One of the major
attacks is the black hole attack. In which the malicious node absorbs all the packets in it like a hole which sucks in
everything, hence it is named as black hole attack.
A. Overview of Black hole attack in MANET
A black hole attack is a kind of denial of service attack in which a malicious node absorb all packets in itself by
falsely claiming a fresh route to the destination and drop them without forwarding them to the destination. In this kind of
attack the faulty node advertise itself for having a fresh route and shortest path to the destination without even checking
its routing table information.

Figure 1: Black Hole Attack
In the above figure 1.1, S is the source node which wants to send packets to Y the destination node. Every node has
two types of packets to be sent to the destination, one is routing packet and other is data packet. When node S wants to
send data packets to node Y it sends the route packets also called as (RREQ) route request packet to its neighbouring
nodes.
Let us assume that nose B is faulty node, after getting the RREQ packet from S it immediately reply back stating that
it has fresh path to the destination without even checking its routing table. Once node S has got the (RREP) route reply
packet from B it sends all data packets to B thinking it has the shortest and fresh path to the destination. But node B does
not forward packets to the destination instead drops all packets. Node B reply back with minimal hope count value and
highest destination sequence number so source node S sends all its packets to the malicious node B. With this attack all
the data packets are falsely taken from the source node and are dropped without sending to the destination.
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II. PROPOSED METHOD FOR DETECTION AND MITIGATION OF BLACK HOLE ATTACK
We propose a new method for the mitigation and detection of black hole attack in which sink placement places an
important role. In a wireless ad hoc network black hole attack is one of the major attack that is to be detected and
removed. We use BFO (Bacteria Foraging Optimization) sink placement algorithm for the placement of the base stations
randomly in the entire network. The below figure 2 shows the system architecture in which the node transfers packets to
its nearest base station, whose position is given by the BFO algorithm. Black hole attacker node drops all the packets
coming to it. The base station after being placed in the correct position it detects the black hole and sends its report.

Figure 2: Black Hole Attack Detection and Sink Placement Architecture
Advance BFO (Bacteria Foraging Optimization) Algorithm is used for the mitigation of black hole attack in
MANET. Here our main aim is for delivery of packets from the source node to at least one base station in the presence of
black hole. In this method we optimize the position of four base stations randomly in the network at the same time. After
little iteration the base stations are placed at the most fittest position among all. The fitness value is calculated by the
density of nodes around the base station. Once the base stations are placed according to their fitness value the source
node sends packets, the packet is transferred to the nearest base station. If a black hole or a black hole region is present in
between the source node and the base station, we can change the position of the base station itself and move to a new
location based on their fitness value. So that the packets are delivered to at least one base station in presence of black
hole attack.
Figure 3 shows the packet delivery from source to nearest sink, after the sinks are optimized at the same time.
Here no black hole attack is present in the network.

Figure 3: packet delivery from source to sink without black hole attack
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In Figure 4 it shows what happens if black holes are present in between the source and the sink node, the
affected node just drops all the packets coming to it as shown in the figure.

Figure 4: black hole attack
So to reduce the mitigation created by black hole nodes, we optimize the position of sink once again. As shown
in the figure 5, sinks are moved to another position by calculating the fitness value. Once the sinks are moved to new
location, the source node can send packets again with new route to its nearest sink as shown in the figure.

Figure 5: successful delivery of packets in presence of black hole attack by applying BFO sink placement algorithm.
III. EVALUATION
For evaluation, we perform simulation in java Net Beans IDE 7.0.1. Wireless sensor network is created in a
square field with sensor nodes deployed randomly in the entire network.
Table 1: parameters for the simulation
Number of sensor nodes

50

Number of sink node

4

Communication range

150

During simulation, 50 sensor nodes are deployed in the network with communication range between the nodes
as 150.four sink nodes are optimized at the same time and located using their fitness value. We have compared our work
with that of the existing system where the sink nodes are placed at fixed positions, we are comparing by four parameters
like time till first node death, time till last node death, energy consumption and packet delivery ratio.
The detection of black hole attack is done by the checking the routing table by base stations. If black hole nodes
are present in the path from source node to its nearest base station, it is identified as black hole node and a revocation list
is sent to all the nodes.
IV. SIMULATION RESULT
Simulation is carried out taking four parameters into consideration. In graph 1 Time till first node death is the time
taken for the first node to die in the network of 50 nodes. It shows the life time of the network. Were x-axis indicates
number of nodes and y-axis indicates the time .For the default sink placement method time taken was 5 and for our
optimal placement method time taken is increased to 6.
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Graph 1: time till first node death
In graph 2 time till last node death shows the time taken for the last node to die in the network of 50 nodes. It
shows the life time of the network. Were x-axis indicates number of nodes and y-axis indicates the time. For the default
sink placement method time taken was 300 and for our optimal placement method time taken is increased to 400.

Graph 2: time till last node death
Third parameter is the energy consumption as shown in graph 3. It shows the amount of energy consumed by
the nodes in the network. Were x-axis indicates number of nodes and y-axis indicates energy consumed. For the default
sink placement method energy consumed was 30,000 and for our optimal placement method energy consumed was
decreased to 20,000.

Graph 3: energy consumption
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Last parameter is the packet delivery ratio as shown in graph 4. Packet delivery ratio is the ratio of number of
packets delivered by number of packets sent. Were x-axis indicates number of nodes and y-axis indicates percentage of
packet of delivery. For the default sink placement method the packet delivery ratio was 75% and in our optimal
placement method packet delivery ratio was increased to 95%.

Graph 4: packet delivery ratio
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we propose advance BFO (Bacteria foraging Optimization) technique, used to optimize multiple base
stations at the same time in order to increase the percentage of packet delivery even in the presence of black hole attack.
It also detects black hole attacker and send a revocation list as acknowledgment. Results showed that our method is
effective in reducing the energy consumption, increase packet delivery and increasing the life time of the network. In
future, one can work on improving black hole attack detection method and increase the percentage of detection.
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